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About This Game

An artistic narrative designed to evoke a surreal feeling in the player on a psychological level. The work is not structured like a
typical game, one could even describe it as an anti-game in that there are no "Game Overs." Don't let that fool you though, it's a

platformer-puzzle-advanture with a handful of different endings!
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Title: Remnants of a Beautiful Day
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
From Soy Sauce LLC
Publisher:
From Soy Sauce LLC
Release Date: 25 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10

Processor: 1.5 ghz or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel (R) HD Graphics Family

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 700 MB available space

English
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remnants of a beautiful day

Good memories with this, watching the pieces moving and fighting before the Harry Potter's chess. It's great to approach chess
to kids, but today there is a lot of better options.

The animations tires after one game.

Buy it only on offers.. The sound quality could be better on this one. Has background noise buzzing like it was recorded using a
mic.
Not horrible but I did expect nice and clean sound. WIEEEEEERD
. It's Under 9000!!
Very average Tower Defense.
Obvious Mobile port, english grammer typos in the UI interface in game.
No Restart level, or end level options in endless mode.
No way to adjust music volume
Its cheap tho and has lots of levels so I'll give it a pass, which is all that matters in a TD, along with usable UI and the UI in this
is usable enough.. Absolute beast of a software, I love it.
I was skeptical to buy this at first because of all the negative reviews about crashes etc, but I've only ever experienced one crash
during my near 50 hours of use.
I'm not a very talented artist but even I am able to create some sick stuff in this program, I definitely recommend it. No
complaints. (Except for the 8 layer limitation, but that's rarely a problem)
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The game is awesome! The mechanics are good. The monsters are uniqe!

The movments are smooth. I like the follower and how he messes you up so much! The Greeter always kills me.

The Waiter kills me when I'm not listening. DX

All I have to say is... THE GAME IS AMAZING!!. Started playing game collecting garbage, found briefcase with a lot of cash.
No more a garbage man. 10\/10. Try It out! It's fun!. I bought this game because I love Manager games, Especially ones todo
with Motorsport.
In fact, Motorsport Manager is my most played Steam game.

Probably the best way to describe ( in my opinion ) where this game will end up is this: Motorsport Manager 2 for iOS and
Android.

It's similar in feel to Motorsport Manager for PC, But a LOT simplier.

In saying all that, Here's a little pro and con list:

Pros:

Many more drivers in a single championship ( 42 versus 20 )
Create a new car mid-season with totally different stats
Better driver stats tracking
Easier for ' non-car ' people to play
Switch out drivers without worrying about their morale\/happiness
No bugs or glitches that I've seen

Cons:

Only a single season playable ( for now )
Only one ' active ' driver and car ( for now )
Can only sim races, Apart from the pre-race setup ( which isn't really much tbh ) theres not a lot you can do to affect the
outcome.
Loud sound for headset users ( Had my volume set to 1, Still had to switch off sound )
Doesn't seem to go fullscreen ( Running @ 1080p )
Car RnD needs to be able to be upgraded to be fully compeitive with CPU drivers. ( on normal difficulty at least )
Couldn't get a sponser interested in me for the whole season. ( To be fair, Money earned from races was enough for me to
develop three cars and still have around 220k in the bank after starting with 500k )

----------------------

Right now, I can't recommend anyone buying it as there's really only 20mins of content ( You can do a whole season in 20mins
pretty easily )

BUT! I'm going to put it as recommended as you should put it on your wishlist and keep an eye on it! With a bit more spit and
polish, This could be a real gem! Given the asking price compared to MM as well.

. If you enjoy puzzles that give you a sense of accomplishment when you complete...this game is 10\/10 the game for you.
Very reasonable price, and simplistic yet endearing game play and artwork.
As soon as you get the hang of it, you'll zip through the puzzles until...no longer shall you trudge through 3x3 puzzles, but you
reach the ever increasing difficulty of 4x4! A whole new style of getting it just right to learn, and many many more to complete,
this goes on until 5x5, and ending up with the God-like 6x6! With achievements that are 100% completed from just playing the
game and completing all the puzzles, this game will test you over and over, putting your patience and intelligence into question.

Get it, play it, win it, love it.
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